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CUBA: ANNIVERSARY SPEECHMAKING HELD FEW SURPRISES. (U)

I. (U) PRESIDENT FIDEL CASTRO ADDRESSED OFFICIALS AND OTHER PEOPLE IN CAMAQUEY, SOME 50 NM EAST OF HAVANA, ON THE 24TH ANNIVERSARY OF HIS ABORTIVE ATTACK ON AN ARMY BARRACKS THAT BEGAN THE INSURGENCY LEADING TO HIS SEIZURE OF POWER. ALTHOUGH HE HAD BEEN EXPECTED TO MAKE A MAJOR FOREIGN POLICY ANNOUNCEMENT, NEWS MEDIA COVERAGE RE-
FLEETED ONLY A MENTION OF CUBA'S OVERSEAS CIVILIAN
PRESENCE, WHICH THE PRESIDENT SAID WOULD INCREASE BY
2,000 BY YEAR 'S END.

2. (U) THE BULK OF THE ADDRESS HIGHLIGHTED DOMESTIC
ISSUES, INCLUDING THE ALLEGEDLY UNDIMINISHED ENTHUSIASM
FOR THE REVOLUTION, SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT, AND SUGAR CANE
PRODUCTION.

3. (U) REFERENCES TO OVERSEAS COMMITMENTS CAME MIDWAY
IN THE SPEECH. COMMENTING THAT CUBANS STRUGGLED NOT ONLY
FOR THEMSELVES, CASTRO ADDED, "THERE ARE 4,000 CUBAN
CIVILIANS... IN OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD... AND BY THE
END OF THE YEAR THERE WILL BE ABOUT 6,000." HE MENTIONED
A PLANNED INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF DOCTORS IN BOTH ANGOLA
AND ET HIOPIA. AS HE HAD DONE IN AN INTERVIEW IN A
BRAZILIAN MAGAZINE, THE CUBAN LEADER DID NOT SPEAK OF HIS
OVERSEAS MILITARY DEPLOYMENTS.
4. A discernable trend in Havana's pronouncements may be developing, which seems to be pointing to emphasis on civic-action projects abroad and ignoring military realities. Castro did not mention the increased military commitment he had recently made to the Neto Government in Angola, for example. He did home in on a problem his foreign aid is having domestically, however. Citing the increased export of medical and engineering specialists, he said that Cubans must not be afraid of graduating too many doctors and engineers. This is quite likely the first admission — albeit indirect — that a technological and professional drain on manpower skills may be occurring.

5. On balance, the Moncada barracks speech served as a forum for domestic issues. Given the national holiday, such emphasis would not be unexpected. Nonetheless, Cuban motives are seldom cast solely in a domestic or internal framework, and Castro may be playing down international themes for good reason. While there is no evidence that either Moscow or Havana have retreated from their backing
OF NEIO, CASTRO NONETHELESS COULD BE SETTING THE STAGE FOR MUTING HIS MILITARY SUPPORT TO THE POPULAR MOVEMENT GOVERNMENT. CASTING AN ANXIOUS GLANCE TOWARD JULY, 1979, WHEN CUBA HOSTS THE NONALIGNED CONFERENCE, CASTRO MAY HAVE LAID THE GROUNDWORK FOR LOWERING HIS MILITARY VISIBILITY IN ANGOLA.